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Abstract
This paper proposes a novel video sequence matching method based on temporal ordinal measurements. Each frame is divided into
a grid and corresponding grids along a time series are sorted in an ordinal ranking sequence, which gives a global and local
description of temporal variation. A video sequence matching means not only finding which video a query belongs to, but also a
precise temporal localization. Robustness and discriminability are two important issues of video sequence matching. A quantitative
method is also presented to measure the robustness and discriminability attributes of the matching methods. Experiments are
conducted on a BBC open news archive with a comparison of several methods.
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1.

Introduction

Digital videos are increasingly broadcasted to millions of homes and delivered on Internet. This has encouraged much work on
video browsing, video retrieval, video editing and video monitors in commercial as well as research areas [1-5, 9, 11, 14]. Video
sequence matching is a basic requirement for the effective and efficient delivery of media data and the protection of intellectual
property right. One example is monitoring commercial TV channels to check whether or not there is illegal usage of unauthorised
video records and this equally applies to material placed on the Internet [1, 2]. Another example is tracking interesting video clips
in a database to find its origins for different purposes such as browsing or editing. The problem of video sequence matching is
defined in this paper as that of determining the presence of a video clip in the database and also the precise localization of a query
video in a target video. Temporal localization has not been explored in most video sequence matching except [3, 6, 9]. For
example, Cheung and Zakhor [8, 12] used a small set of frames as seeds, and the similarity between two video sequences is
estimated by comparing their frames to seeds respectively. This approach cannot obtain the temporal location of a short video
sequence in a long one. We argue that in many applications precise localization is important in addition to finding its existence in
a target video. This is relevant for example, in monitoring a TV channel in which copied video sequences are located in a long time
stream, and in analysing statistics of particular broadcast advertisements. In this context, precise localization is essential to the
applications.
There are two approaches to the protection of copyright: watermarking and content based copy detection (CBCD).
Watermarking inserts information into the media prior to distribution, which can be later extracted to establish ownership.
However, sufficient fidelity and robustness of effective watermarking algorithms are not yet available. The primary theme of
CBCD is “the media itself is the watermark”, i.e. the media (video, audio, image) contains enough unique information that can be
used for detecting copies [5]. In this regard, considerable effort has been devoted to effective representation of video signatures
and similarity matching.
Recently Yang and Tian [2] gave a general survey on several content based video identification methods including video
signature, matching methods, identification levels and application modes. Kim and Park [11] presented a modified Hausdorff
distance calculation method for video sequence matching based on key frames extracted by directed divergence of histograms
between successive frames. Oostveen, Kalker and Haitsma. [9] presented the concept of video fingerprinting as a tool for video
identification and developed a spatial-temporal fingerprinting based on the differential of luminance of partitioned grids in spatial
and temporal regions. Mohan [3] first introduced an ordinal measure [13] for video sequence matching and demonstrated its
efficiency and effectiveness for matching videos based on similarity of “actions”. Hua, Chen and Zhang [6] applied an ordinal
measure to spatial arrangement while a different distance calculation method, called sequence shape similarity, was applied to
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video sequence matching. Furthermore dynamic programming was employed to locate a short query video clip in a long target.
These ideas contrasted with traditional image (frame-wise) similarity measures. The distance between two video clips is calculated
by adding and averaging distances of corresponding frame pairs [3, 5, 14], the statistics of matched frames [6], or
keyframe-to-keyframe comparison [11]. Hampapur and Bolle [15] gives a comparison of up to 8 frame-wise based sequence
matching for video copy detection.
Hampapur, Bolle and Hyun [5] later introduced motion based signature for copy detection and compared intensity and
colour-based signatures: they found that region based ordinal matching is superior to global colour features; also intuitive global
features were found to be affected by different distortions due to its weak representation of image signature that ignored the spatial
distribution of colours. Kim and Vasudev [4] argued that ordinal matrix in terms of 2x2 partitioned frames is robust to different
display format conversions including “letter-box” and “pillar-box” transformations. More importantly, a temporal signature is
introduced: simply assign -1/0/1 to record the shift of intensity values between corresponding regions in the two adjacent frames in
a video. Their experiments demonstrated improved performance compared to the ordinal measure based spatial signature matching
in [5]. We argue that such a temporal signature is too inaccurate to obtain precise location in videos, and it does not give a global
description of temporal variation. To support this, we propose a temporal ordinal measurement method for video similarity
matching.
There are two issues concerning the devising of video sequence matching: robustness and discriminability. Robustness
determines the tolerance of the system to different digitization and encoding processing that give rise to several distortions and
transforms including additive Gaussian noise, illumination shift, contrast changes and different display formats, etc.
Discriminability enables the system to disregard irrelevant videos and reduce the false alarm rate. The contribution of this paper is
two fold: firstly we propose a video sequence matching method based on temporal ordinal measurement and secondly it provides
precise temporal localisation. An evaluation method is presented to measure the robustness and discriminability of the matching
methods in a quantitative fashion. The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows. The proposed video sequence matching
method is presented in Section II. Experiments are conducted on the BBC open news archives that compare several methods in
Section III, followed by the evaluation of robustness and discriminability in Section IV. Further discussion and conclusions are
addressed in Section V and Section VI respectively.
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Fig. 1. An example of a temporal ordinal measure (a) A video clip with four frames partitioned into 2x2 (b) Average grey
values of each region overlapped on corresponding grids (c) Temporal ordinal ranking matrix based on grey values with time
series

2.

Temporal Ordinal Measurement of Video Sequence
Previous work in describing temporal information normally focuses on two successive frames; for example [4, 5, 9] extract

intensity change or motion between adjacent frames. This approximate temporal estimation of a video sequence does not carry a
global temporal description only local changes; it is only by chance that there are important variations within two adjacent frames.
We observed that ordinal measures along the time series can describe local temporal variations as well as global ones.
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Fig. 2. An example of temporal ordinal ranking of three transformed copies of a video
Given a query video Vq = [v q , v q ,..., v q ] and arbitrary target video Vt = [vt , vt ,..., vt ] (M<<N) in a database, a video
1

2

1

M

sequence match happens if the dissimilarity between

2

N

Vq and Vt i = [vti , vti +1 ,..., vti + M −1 ] is less than a threshold ε ∈ [0,1] where

i is the temporal position of the matching. Assume that each frame is partitioned into K regions. The ranking matrix of region k in
a query video, denoted by Vq ( k ) = [v q ( k ), v q ( k ),..., v q ( k )] , is described by
1

2

M

λkq , and for a target sub-video

Vt p = [vtp , vtp +1 ,..., vtp + M −1 ] , the ordinal measure of region k is written as λtp ,k . Fig. 1 illustrates an example of a temporal
signature based on an ordinal measure on a 2x2 partition, where arrows show the temporal ordinal ranking for the top left region.
The distance is calculated as:

D (V q , Vt p ) =

1
K

K

∑ d (λ
k =1

k
q

, λ tp , k ))

(1)

where

d (λkq , λtp ,k ) =

1
CM

M

∑ λ (i) − λ
i =1

k
q

p ,k
t

( p + i − 1)

(2)

C M is a normalising factor, which is the maximum distance between two ranking matrices λkq and λtp ,k . C M is obtained when
the two permutations of ordinal ranking matrices are the reverse of each other; that is, it is calculated as C M =
For example, if M = 9, then C M = 40.
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Fig. 2 illustrates an example of temporal ordinal ranking of three transformed copies for one region from the same source with
150 frames. The three transformations include Gaussian radius-2 blur, contrast increased and decreased by 25% of the original
video. It demonstrates that the temporal ordinal ranking matrices are nearly identical.
In order to process videos with different frame rates, or videos with frame drops due to compression, a resample technique
can be applied as a pre-processing step to solve this issue. Alternatively keyframe extraction techniques can be used to approach
the problem. To simplify the research reported in this paper we consider videos with the same frame rates.

3.

Experiments

3.1 Experiment setup
Experiments were carried out on the BBC open news archives [7]. 79 videos (285 535 frames, about 3.1 hours) cover
different topics including conflicts and wars, disasters, personalities and leaders, politics, science & technology, and sports (shown
in Table I). 8 query videos were randomly extracted from the database with 150 frames and 7 transformations were applied to each
video. These transforms (see Fig. 3) were
•

contrast increased by 25%

•

contrast decreased by 25%

•

resize down to 80% of original video

•

resize up to 120% of original video

•

Gaussian radius-2 blur

•

letter-box

•

pillar-box (4:3 to 16:9 )

In addition the query videos were cut to 50 and 100 frames to test the performance of the proposed method for different lengths.
Thus a total of 192 (=8x8x3) video clips were input as query videos. A query video Vq = [v q , v q ,..., v q ] went through the
1

following pseudo-code to find a match in the database.
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(a) original video

(b) contrast decreased by 25%

(c) contrast increased by 25%

(d) resize down to 80% of original video

(e) resize up to 120% of original video

(f) Gaussian radius-2 blur

(g) letter-box

(h) pillar-box
TH

FIG. 3. EXAMPLES OF EVERY 30 FRAME FROM ORIGINAL QUERY VIDEO AND ITS TRANSFORMED COPIES

TABLE 1 INDEX OF VIDEO DATABASE BY LOCATION AND TOPICS (ADOPTED FROM [7])

Conflicts and wars
Personalities and
leaders
Disasters
Science&technolog
y
Sport
Politics

Africa
2
4

Americas
2
3

Asia Pacific
9
4

Europe
17
16

Middle East
3
0

South Asia
2
1

3
0

4
3

4
2

10
5

0
0

1
2

0
4

0
0

1
4

4
2

1
0

0
0
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for each video Vt = [ v t1 , v t2 ,..., v tN ] in the database {
p=1;
while (p<N-M) {
calculate dissimilarity D (V q , V t p )
if D (V q , V t p ) ≺ ε
(V q , V t p ) matches
p=p+1;

}
}
In our experiments, each frame is evenly divided into 4 regions, and this suggests that the proposed signature can manage
different resolutions and screen display formats. Also due to the temporal attributes of the ordinal measure, this signature is
naturally free from luminance or contrast shifts between different copies.
3.2 Precision and recall
Precision and recall [4] are used to evaluate the system defined as below:
precision=

recall =

number of correct dectection of matched videos
number of matched videos

(3)

number of correct dectection of matched videos
total number of copied videos

(4)

It is worth noting that a correct detection of a matched video means not only identifying the target video, but also the precise
temporal position. In order to compare other methods in the literature, the methods developed in [4, 5, 6] were also implemented.
Precision and recall against thresholds are plotted in Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) respectively using query video lengths of 50 frames. It can
be seen that the proposed video sequence matching obtains better performance than other three methods. The sequence shape
similarity method [6] was applied to query videos of more than 20 seconds in length in their original experiment with high
precision and recall up to 100%; however our results (see Fig. 4) show that this method achieves very low precision. This very
possibly indicates that this method is not suitable for the situation with short length video as query; for example in the experiment,
a query video is with 50 frames. The frame-wise similarity method in [5] also produced a poor performance. As [4] argued that the
partitioning scheme becomes more critical for different formats of copies, the asymmetrical changes introduced in query video
leads to poor precision of the method [5].
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Fig. 4. Precision and recall against threshold at length = 50 (a) precision against threshold (b) recall against threshold
Indeed Hampapur, Bolle and Hyun. [5] observed that a spatial signature based on ordinal ranking is sensitive to different lengths of
query videos, i.e., the matching performance improves with increasing video lengths. The same effect of sensibility to query length
happens in the method [6] (see Fig. 4). Thus we introduce different lengths of query videos to further test the proposed method
compared to the competing ones considering sensibility to different video lengths. Fig. 5 plots the precision-recall curves with
query length changes (50 frames, 100 frames and 150 frames). It demonstrates that the proposed method achieves a better
performance and also is less sensitive to query length changes. Our recent work on a comparative study of video copy detection
9
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[16] further demonstrates that with the introduction of more transforms such as zoon in/out, crop and insert logos, the competing
methods are sensitive to these “strong” distortion.
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Fig. 5. Precision and recall with different lengths of query videos

4

Estimation of Robustness and Discriminability
'

If a matching method is robust, the dissimilarity score between original (V) and forged ( V ) copy should be small enough, i.e.,

D(V ,V ' ) → 0 while sufficient discrimination is obtained between different videos. To given an estimation of robustness, the
numbers of R videos are randomly sampled from a database and 7 different transforms applied to these videos (see Fig. 3). Each
pair of original and forged copies is considered, so for each group of original and 7 transformed copies, there are 28 ( = 8 C 2 )
dissimilarity values and in total there are 28R pairs. According to Function (1), the following probability distribution of dissimilar
scores between copied videos is calculated as,

P ( D(V ,V ' ) ≤ ε )

(5)

On the other hand, an effective method also requires discriminability, i.e.,

D(VM 1 , VM 2 ) → 1
where | VM 1 |=| VM 2 | , and VM 1 and VM 2 are irrelevant videos. The probability distribution of dissimilar scores between
different videos (VM 1 ,VM 2 ) is calculated as:
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P ( D(VM 1 ,VM 2 ) ≥ ε )

(6)

Assuming the length of a signature is L, the number of possible pairs of (VM 1 ,VM 2 ) is L! . 64 random query videos (8 original
and 56 transformed copies) each with 150 frames are used to test robustness and discriminability. Thus 224 (28x8) pairs of copied
videos and 1792 ( = 64 C 2 − 224 ) pairs of different videos are applied to Functions (5) and (6) respectively, and Fig. 6 plots the
corresponding probability distributions. A robust method should produce higher values of Function (5) with smaller
discriminating method should produce higher values of Function (6) with higher values of

ε.

ε ;a

Fig. 6 shows that the proposed

method has better robustness and discriminability compared to the methods in [4] and [5].
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Fig. 6. Probability distributions of dissimilar scores
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Discussion
Using the proposed approach, a video can be expressed compactly. For a video V = [v , v ,..., v ] in the database where
1

2

N

each frame is partitioned into K regions, the ranking of each frame is expressed using K log 2 N bits. The proposed scheme is
efficient in video sequence matching: matching a 50 frame query video to the database (285535 frames) takes about 9 seconds in a
single thread on a Pentium 4 computer with 2.0GHZ CPU. Furthermore, multiple thread programming architectures or parallel
calculations will dramatically reduce retrieval times.
Another aspect of research in CBCD is the difficulty of comparing methods in the absence of a benchmark. The BBC open
news archive provides an open video database covering comparatively diverse topics, and offers an excellent benchmark as a
reference in the video copy detection field.
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To test the relative performance of frame-wise signatures in video sequence matching, the spatial signatures as described in
[4, 5] were integrated with the temporal ordinal measure, where each contributes equally to the video sequence matching. More
formally, let the [1xK] ordinal ranking matrices of a query video Vq = [v q , v q ,..., v q ] be
1

2

M

π q = [π q ,1 , π q , 2 ,..., π q ,M ] ,
where

π q ,i =< π q1 ,i , π q2,i ,..., π qK,i >

in target sub-video

i

is a spatial ordinal ranking of regions in a frame v q . Similarly, a spatial signature of a frame

Vt p = [vtp , vtp +1 ,..., vtp + M −1 ] is written as π t , p +i i = 0, 1, ..., M − 1 .

The spatial distance between two frames is defined as [4]:

d (π q ,i , π t , p + i ) =
where

1
CK

K

∑π
k =1

k
q ,i

− π tk, p + i

(7)

d (π q ,i , π t , p + i ) is the normalised distance between two ordinal ranking matrices and C K is the maximum distance

between two ranking matrices

π q,i

and

π t , p+i . C K

is obtained when the two permutations of ordinal ranking matrices are the

reverse of each other. For example, if K = 4, then C K = 8.
The spatial dissimilarity between two sequences is computed by averaging over M pairs of frame-wise dissimilarities in
Function (7), i.e.,

Ds (Vq ,Vt p ) =

1
M

M

∑ d (π
m =1

q ,m

, π t , p + m−1 ))

(8)

Combining the proposed temporal ordinal measure in Function (1), the final dissimilarity score is calculated as

DST (Vq ,Vt p ) = αDs (Vq ,Vt p ) + (1 − α ) D (Vq ,Vt p )
As in [4]

(9)

α is set as 0.5 to balance the contribution of the spatial and temporal ordinal measures. Fig. 7 illustrates the

performance of the temporal ordinal measure based matching and the one with spatial signature added. The extra spatial
information did not improve the performance but in fact reduced it a little. This indicates that the spatial data does not add useful
information and might indicate that it is not independent of the temporal data as it is gathered in this approach.
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Fig. 7. Performance comparison between the proposed method and the method with spatial signatures added
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Conclusions
This paper has presented a new video sequence matching method based on a temporal ordinal measure to obtain a promising

solution to video copy detection. Such a temporal ordinal measure is different from the previous methods which simply assigned
-1/0/+1 to record the variation in two successive frames without considering a global order of temporal variety. Experiments were
conducted on the BBC open news archives which include 79 videos (285535 frames, about 3.1 hours) covering different topics
including conflicts and wars, disasters, personalities and leaders, politics, science & technology, and sports. Three recent proposed
methods [4, 5, 6] by different research institutes and companies were compared to the proposed method. The proposed method
yielded the best performance, followed by the spatio-temporal signature matching [4], the frame-wise ordinal measure matching
method [5] and the sequence shape similarity matching based on an ordinal measure [6]. Also the proposed method was less
affected by the query clip length.
Apart from the classical evaluation criteria of precision and recall, a statistical method has been introduced to give a
quantitative evaluation of robustness and discriminability, which are two important aspects to judge sequence matching methods.
Again, the proposed method performed with greater robustness and discriminability compared to the other methods.
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